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There is scarcely any need to tell readers who Uncle Remus is

;
he has

beJ a friend at many an English fireside for several years. That he ts a

treasure to the student of ethnology is well known ;
but we are not concerned

with ethnology. Our question rather is “ Why do children of all ages delight

in these tales Some will meet this question by a summary 1 hey don t ;

but we may respectfully put this aside. “ Brer Rabbit,” “ Jedge Bar,” “ The

Mud-turkle Mister Man,” and “Ole man Tarrypin” do make friends every-

where
;
and we have known five children round the fire, and 1 50 children

in a large hall, kept far quieter than any Sunday congregation for an hour-

and-a-half by a succession of Plantation Legends (except indeed when the

speaker has had to stop for a full quarter-of-a-minute to allow the shouts of

laughter to subside).

The objections to the tales are—first, that they are American, and any-

thing American is bad. This silly dictum, which, of course, begs the

question, cannot surely be repeated after a course of those brilliant short

stories in which such writers as Cable, Stockton, and Howells excel.

Secondly, the tales are in dialect which is hard to read. The answer to this
is Rend the tales aloud, and the dialect becomes easy and natural.

but the objections are not put forward by the little ones ;
they are keen
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phobia does m-V'
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ut demandlng an English author for it, the America-
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e cilarm °f the stories lies in their being new.

We have no mere JEs ^ a V^a *n before : the bear was never such a fooh

to them
; and the

an ^ma^s have their characters tacked on

the rabbit and the better^f
n°W l^ at

Bet ^ie worst °f lt

his tribulations well for
^ rest

» ^ie tarrypin will come out o

the pleasant position nf°v!

^ Sure
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vvlns the race. Thus the hearers are

1 e means, it is an examnl^f
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> the dialect has si Sophocles once more,
trubble is,” « i cotch a

charm. “ Lemme go,” “ you dunno wot
COtch a handful o’ hard sense,” “ mighty biggity,” are new to
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the ear, but they mean a good deal more than their Johnsonese „„ •
,

if they are emphasised well

:

a good reader will not fail if he
dialect slightly.

adaPts

Again, the animals are so full of animal life. The rabbit “ fetches ...

his behime legs,” and children have seen him do it: he comes down the
road “ lippety-clippity, clippity-lippity,” and they know the rabbit’s elastic

run. The elephant is not always suffering needle-pricks or spouting on
tailors : he is “ squushing ” little animals, not out of ill nature but from sheer

weight of body: the lion is not a roaring plunderer, but he is the king

« sputing with the unicorn ”
; the dog is not a moralising servant of man,

but a civilised interloper (Mister Dog) who gets the worst of it in his battles

with the freer animal world, and he does not always bark, but we hear him

(delightful phrase) “ talkin’ to ’isself way in the woods.” In every touch

there is a rough poetry, and we are bold enough to say that such touches are

far more “ educative” than reams of nonsense rhymes, or of Walruses and

Carpenters. “Alice in Wonderland” is deservedly popular
;
but compared

with the “ Negro Legends ” it is as “ Three Men in a Boat ” versus Calverley,

or as Miss Braddon versus George Eliot.

A^ain ;
human life is so far in the background. The animals have it all

to themselves : man has not spoilt the world. “ Mister man ” he is, and

“Miss Meadows and the gals” only enter the stories to throw a greater

glare upon the freedom of the woods. Thus the moral, which is never

absent, is so much more of a moral because it is not tacked on to some

particular little human boy or girl
;

it is never copybook, but we find it-no

pill—in the Heliconian honey of pure comedy.

Atrain
;
the stories lend themselves to quiet recitation. The wind does

not moan round the house, but it “sez bizzy-buzy-buzzoooo ;
the

tortoise goes to the bottom “ ker-chinkity-chunk ;
the mone> in the b .

g«s "JX-Llc”; .he drum sounds “ diddy-bum,

bum-bum” ; and every story may be accentuated an
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children six years old by a fe» simple movemM^ of the hand-

children are born actors and know when gestuies a
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I Should like highly to recommend a little volume of prayers for children,

entitled “ The Star of Childhood,” published by Rivingtons. Although

compiled by a High Church clergyman, there is nothing in it to which any

right-minded parent could take exception. It is very simple and natural in

its language. — Do present-day mothers know the old-fashioned Mrs.

Barbauld’s° prose hymns? The language and ideas are most beautiful,

leading the young child’s thoughts most reverentially through nature up to

the All-Father. An edition with very lovely pictures has been brought out

by Messrs. John Murray, “Hymns in Prose for Children,” price (about)

3s. 6d. Vera.

We hope next month to give a short notice of some of the French and
German educational journals which deal with home and school life.

Messrs. Hetzel & Co., of Paris, have kindly given permission to the
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v Lc 'ietU t0 trans^ate M. Legouv&’s “ Petit Traite de Lecture a haute

voix, referred to in our April number.

“
glaC* t0 ^now ^at Mr. Arthur Burrell’s paper on

led to nrll \ c.

11 dren ’

s Art.” which appeared in our March issue, has

work on simil-
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m 1 " ell '^no 'vn publishing house for the production of a
f°rWaid With P'easure to further help

the carrying out of the author’s welcome counsels of perfection.

By the Way-

"Thou little child,
Thy mother’s joy, thy father’s hope-thou bright
Pure dwelling, where two fond hearts keep their eladnes.Thou little potentate of love, who comest
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With solemn sweet dominion to the old,
Who see thee in thy merry fancies charged
With the grave embassage of that dear past
When they were young like thee.”

I was only two years old when the following incident occurred, and my
thoughts and feelings on the occasion are as vivid to my mind as when it

occurred more than fifty years ago. At any moment I can bring the scene

before my mind’s eye :—A burning hot day, a road inch thick in dust, and

the entrance gate of the Clifton Zoological Gardens. Why or wherefore I

do not know, but I fell into one of my very common tantrums, and distinctly

remember rejoicing that I had on my black satin “ spencer,” because I knew

the dust would stick to it as I rolled round and round on the ground, in rage

and spite. In a little while the thought came over me—“ Oh, how I shall

be whipped for this,” when, to my intense astonishment, instead of the

usual whipping my mother picked me up, and, giving me a kiss, said, “ Do

be good, girl.” I was subdued in a moment and thought, “ Oh, if they

always treated me like this I could never be naughty,” and I felt great

sorrow for what I had done.

The following is a reprint from the Journal of Edina/ion. It is

directly upon your main subject—indeed I quoted some passage^ 10m

in the P.N.E.U. lecture that I gave. E - A - E. bHiR

“ What is Woman’s Work in the World ?

...» Women may or may not be professional teadiers, t ’ey may

or may not be physicians, but they must be educates, '
-

. _the fate

their hands—be those hands strong or feeble, capa e

0f that

of another generation to an extent it is mipossi‘

*
the world, mould

generation which in the fast-coming years shall t,

;deals 0f duty or

society, foster knowledge or ignorance, cling to "o
^ niake truth and

religion, or worship low idols of the market-p ace,

^ seem the end and

honour the guides of national life, or to make p ea
Jd weigh them

aim of existence. These are the issues, and won

well.
(r ]-j the veil of the

“ We do not, perhaps, sufficiently look at
,
family affections and


